When saving time, space and money is your priority.
A variety of clamps specifically designed for handling white goods.

When moving appliances and electronics with efficiency and accuracy matters to you.

Cascade offers a broad selection of Carton and White Goods Clamps for palletless applications as well as attachments used to handle pallets. The result is faster and more precise handling, resulting in improved productivity, less damage and happy customers.
White Goods Clamps
Designed specifically for handling a wide variety of appliances in box or clear view packaging configuration. Articulating pads provide optimum contact with the load. Stabilizer design distributes clamp force evenly, reducing product damage by requiring less force to hold a load.

Forward Rotating Arm Clamps
Designed to be used when T-loading refrigerators. Requires three steps: clamp and rotate, unclamp then reclamp before driving into the trailer.

Appliance Clamp with Forks
For applications that occasionally require the moving of pallets. Also called the “shopping clamp” because you can start with an empty pallet and fill it by “shopping” around the warehouse.

Fork Positioners
Quick and accurate fork positioning without leaving the driver’s seat allows for faster load handling and reduced product damage.

Multiple Load Handlers
Increase productivity by allowing the driver to use the same lift truck to handle single, double or triple pallet loads.

Whatever the application, we can handle it.
Perfect clamp force every time.
No more guesswork.

TFC is a clamp force control system that allows drivers to easily select the product being handled which then automatically applies the appropriate clamp force. The system is targeted towards operations using Cascade Carton Clamps to handle loads with different packaging types, box integrity, load size or weight. TFC is also suitable with Cascade Paper Roll Clamps, Cascade Layer Pickers or any application where regulating clamp force is required.